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Our feline friends have spent eons observing, napping, pondering, napping, and taking notes about

the human condition. In between naps, they've realized that we humans could use some catlike

guidance when it comes to handling the ups and downs of life. In this book they've condescended to

share their invaluable wisdom in short advice columns such as "Always Stay at Least 30 Feet from

a Loved One" and "Never Let Anyone Dress You." Whether it's coping with romance, surviving a

social gathering, or clawing your way to the top of the corporate ladder only to realize you can't get

down, the cats in this book will have you relaxed and ready to take on the world! Just after one more

nap.
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*This book was exchanged for an honest review.*Quick, and funny You Need More Sleep: Advice

From Cats is a great book to pick up for a good laugh! This book is well written and hilarious. Many

of the "Advice" seemed as if they came from real experience, especially a mention of the family

china being tossed from the table. Filled with jems such as "Always Stay at least 30 Feet From a

Loved One" and "Just Because Others Can't See It Doesn't Mean You Shouldn't Chase it' this book

is guaranteed to to make any cat lover, or hater, laugh out loud. All in all a great read, and well

recommended by this reviewer!

Purchased as a Christmas gift for a cat lover who owns (and loves) books by Francesco

Marciuliano.I couldn't help but read a few pages when it arrived (just to check to see all was alright)



and it's hilarious. I was almost tempted to keep it myself. It's on the small side (5x6 inches) which

you could say is purrrfectly "cat sized" for a book filled with oodles of cat advice for the world and

cuter than heck pics of cats.If you know cat people, get them this book. It's a gem!

Not sure why someone hasn't written a book like this before.Cats have it made! Humans feed them,

house them, buy them treats & toys and even clean their litter boxes! So it makes sense that they

would have the best advice on how to live life to the fullest. Advice tidbits are funny and clever. Cat

fans will recognize their own feline friends in these entries. This isn't poetry, but those who have the

previous poetry books will enjoy having this in their collection. Its a great gift for cat fans, teacher

gifts and stocking stuffers. Stock up!

This review is for the formatting of the book for Kindle. I have a Kindle Voyage, not a Fire. The

Voyage does a *terrible* job of rendering the pages, almost making the book unreadable. I bought it

figuring I would at least be able to read it on my pc in color - I had no reason to think I couldn't. But

when I try to download on the PC, I'm told it isn't compatible with "this device." That's the desktop

version of the Kindle application. So I try the "app" version of the Kindle app and am told that Kindle

for Windows 8.1 isn't supported for this book. I'm running Windows 10. Tried it on my Surface RT,

that's not supported either. So I'm stuck with a lousy, almost non-functional copy of what appears to

be a pretty entertaining book - if only I could read it. I suggest you try the Sample before you buy.

...one perfectly understands what this funny book means! I have it crowning my tower of books to be

read. Yes! I do have an early XX century wooden arm desk chair, for holding the pile of books that I

must read!!! The sleeping kitty is always keeping them warm at the top of the pile.

Funny, adorable, clever and perfect. Francesco Marciuliano continues his very humorous series. 5

stars! Makes a wonderful birthday, holiday or just a little add on gift. Great, compact size.

I love cats so my son and daughter-in-law gave this book to me for Christmas. I ordered this book

for 2 other busy grown sons who need to sleep more. It is a wise book -- taught by cats with cute

instructions, when life seems out of balance.

I love this author's (Marciuliano) books, and this one was no exception. If you have cats you

definitely can relate to some of these, and others are just really funny. The book is small and cute,



good for short reads. I read this to my mother and she commented many of them could relate to me

(I'm not sure how I felt about that statement, I guess I'm cat-like). I would encourage anyone who

likes cats to read it.
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